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Abstract—Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are a method for generating forms in both
two and three-dimensional domains. Whilst there is a relatively large number of conditional
datasets of two-dimensional images, there are fewer datasets of 3D objects available for training,
evaluation and artistic implementation. In this paper, we introduce a dataset of 3D trees that can
provide novel geometric challenges for 3D GANs. The 3D Tree Dataset was produced by making
76 unique tree templates based on art historical references, which were exported with
randomised procedural variations. We were interested in observing the challenge that trees pose
for voxel-GANs and how the struggle to produce delicate organic shapes can be presented
alongside the art historical question of form and figuration. On a formal level, we were interested
in how the geometric complexity of a tree could be generated in both conditional and
unconditional GANs, and on an artistic level, we were interested in how this relatively new
approach to 3D modelling could be situated within the domain of visual culture. In this paper, we
outline the process of generating our dataset, describe the GAN architecture and application to
our dataset, and discuss the results relative to our artistic goals.

I N her overview of modern visual
communication, Joanna Drucker notes that
systems for representing three dimensional

form historically evolve alongside broader
developments in technological production [1].
As production shifted from small workshops
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to the mechanised assembly line, theories of
drawing and design shifted their reference
from the human body to abstract geometric
reductions, and artists such as Paul Klee and
Wasily Kandinsky became increasingly engaged
with geometric idealisations of 3D form. Our
experiments with voxel-GANs and the tree
dataset can be thought of in a similar way. As
machine learning is finding an increasing number
of applications within visual culture, we were
interested to observe how such systems might
influence how we think about 3D objects.
There are many artistic experiments that
use machine learning and generative adversarial
networks to produce images and video, from
the generation of human faces (for example
[2]) to the production of anime characters (for
example [3]) to the various forms of image-toimage translation (for example [4]). There are,
however, relatively few projects that explore how
GANs produce three dimensional objects. This is
partly due to the fact that 3D GAN research does
not often transition into APIs that are accessible
to non-specialists, and because there are fewer
training datasets of 3D objects relative to the
number of training datasets of 2D images. Our
project contributes a new dataset that can be used
to train and evaluate the use of GANs for 3D
object creation. This paper describes the logic
and production of the 3D Tree Dataset, and the
GAN configurations that we used to train and
produce new trees. It also describes a creative
work made using this system and the development
of our API, which allows other artists to generate
trees from the different conditions in our dataset
as well as from different epochs in the training
process.
There have been a number of different
approaches published for using GANs to produce
3D objects. The work of [5] describes how point
clouds can be used with neutral network models,
where the network produces vertex position
information for a new mesh. This output lacks the
face and edge information required to render or
3D print the mesh, and if traditional algorithms
are used to recover face and edge information,
the shape and appearance of unique objects such
as trees would be excessively influenced by
the type of remeshing algorithm that is used.
For example, if edge information is recovered
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using a connected graph related algorithm with
distance metrics to determine edge weight and
branch thickness, trees with very different vertex
information could end up looking unintentionally
similar, which would defeat the purpose of
generating trees using machine learning methods
and a conditional dataset comprising different
types of trees. In the MeshRenderer project of
[6], the logic of mesh generation is to keep the
face and edge information of a unit sphere, but to
change the vertex information to generate a new
mesh shape. As the objective of MeshRenderer
is single image 3D reconstruction, their training
method aims to match rendered images of the
mesh to the 2D image input. Although the
3D mesh generation component described in
MeshRenderer is applicable to our neural network
model, fixed faces and edges might also make
it hard for the network model to reproduce
small details, such as the branches of trees.
For recreating a 3D mesh from rendered 2D
images, the network requires additional learning
and processing to extract spatial information,
which in the case of trees would result in lower
quality details for branches.
Therefore, as the mesh reconstruction and
the rendered image method would struggle with
the complex organic distribution of branches,
we decided to use the voxel network as our
primary approach. For voxel networks, if the
voxel resolution is high enough, small features
such as branches can easily be reproduced.
Furthermore, it is easier for the discriminator to
learn new shapes and spatial features in voxel
format. The voxel based approach also matched
our desire to observe the formal process of a GAN
learning to generate a complex organic form,
and allowed us to output 3D objects from early,
middle and late epochs of the training process.
Volumetric voxel-based GANs have been used
both in the classification of 3D objects [7] and
in the generation of 3D objects [8]. The datasets
used in these studies, such as the IKEA [9]
and ModelNet [10] datasets most commonly
comprised geometric industrial forms, such as
chairs, tables, cars, and so on. In our project we
were interested to see how a GAN learns organic
and heterogenous objects, in our case trees. Trees
are a difficult domain for voxel-GANs due to the
logarithmic relationship between trunks, branches

and small tributaries [11]. In their desire to
transform sketches into 3D trees for use in games
and VR, [12] noted that volumetric GANs are
an inefficient way to make trees compared to
the branching patterns that can be generated
by conventional tree generation software that
use Lindenmayer systems. This is undoubtedly
true, however as our goal was to visualise the
process by which GANs learn organic forms,
we remained in the voxel space in order that
we could later render the learning stages of
our system as a visual output. Like [12], we
used procedural generation to make a training
dataset of 3D trees, but unlike their approach
we used a curated set of art historical references
to design the shapes of our trees in order that
we achieve a visually ‘expressive’ output. Trees
are a common motif in art historical landscape
traditions, and the shape and gesture of trees
are commonly understood to carry expressive
metaphorical meaning [13], [14], [15], [16]. To
leverage this visual quality, we constructed our
dataset in reference to art historical examples,
sourced primarily from Chinese and European
painting traditions.

Related Work

The goals of this project were to observe the
training process of a voxel-GAN as it attempted
to generate the 3D form of a tree. This relied
on previous work in Voxel-GAN and 3D-VAEGAN [8], willowGAN [12], CVAE-GAN [17] ,
Wasserstein GAN [18] and WGAN-GP [19].
3D-GAN & 3D-VAE-GAN

Wu Et al [8] proposed a 3D voxel-GAN which
combines general-adversarial modeling and
volumetric convolutional networks. Depending
on the resolution selected, the input mesh will
be voxelized to a 32x32x32 voxel model or
64x64x64 voxel model. The voxel model from
the dataset and the model of the same size
from the generator are then processed through
the discriminator for training. Wu et al also
proposed a 3D VAE-GAN as an extension of
the voxel-GAN that used an image encoder. In
our project we used a 3D model encoder, which
could help the generator construct more realistic
trees. This was the starting point upon which
we sought to make improvements that could

optimise the quality of 3D objects produced
using the 3D Tree Dataset.
willowGAN

In a paper draft deriving from Daniel Ritchie’s
“CSCI 2951W Creative Artificial Intelligence
for Computer Graphics” at Brown University,
Sheeran et al described willowGAN - an
interesting evaluation of using voxel-GANs for
the creation of 3D trees [12]. Their intention
was to convert vector sketches from 3D drawing
systems such as Google’s Tiltbrush into realistic
mesh objects that could be used in gaming and
VR. Much like our project, they leveraged the
ability to procedurally create a dataset of 12,000
trees (in their case using Houdini) and also
started with Wu et al’s voxel-GAN approach.
They noted that the voxelization of trees can
result in a loss of detail with thinner branches
and twigs, confirming why the vector approach
of L-systems remains the most logical and
close to nature. To get around this problem,
they focused on a GAN architecture that could
produce the vectors similar to that of an LSystem, which they remeshed in post-processing,
similar to how trunk and branch thicknesses are
assigned in traditional tree generation software.
The willowGAN pipeline was based on two
trained neural network components and various
pre-processing and post-processing steps. After
making a gestural sketch with Google Tiltbrush,
they used a Houdini network to remesh, extrude
and clean-up the input sketch into a tree form that
could be rendered into orthographic views. They
trained a neural network model ”SketchEncoder”
to turn these orthographic views into a 100
dimension latent vector using a Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) as a feature descriptor.
The training routine for the ”SketchEncoder”
was based the [20] method of projecting a
natural image onto the desired manifold via a
feedforward network. The willowGAN process
then trained a vertex GAN to generate 256
points in 3D space based on the 100 dimension
latent vector, which resulted in a vector sketch
that could be remeshed into a tree in postprocessing. Their training process was fast and
the resulting trees were good quality, however
the realism of the trees derived largely from
the post-processing steps. The ”SketchEncoder”
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focused on generating latent vectors as the input
for the veGAN, and the veGAN restricts its output
to just 256 points in 3D space. This greatly
limits the possibility space for generated trees
and most of the trees will look similar after the
thickness meshing and leaves are added in postprocessing. On the other hand, the limitations and
constraints of the willowGAN output helped their
network to train faster as the model does not
have to learn highly detailed information. Their
chosen post-processing steps greatly improved
the realism of the trees, however their process
was using a neural network to train and output
hyperparameters for tree generators, which is
most useful for tree generation when the tree style
or tree type varieties are not important concerns.
Because the purpose of our project was to observe
how the GAN approaches three dimensional form
and figuration, we decided to remain in the voxel
space and see how we could optimise the GAN
for dealing with complex and nuanced organic
forms. Rather than use randomised parameters
from Houdini, our 3D tree dataset was crafted
to represent expressive tree forms derived from
art historical references (described below).
CVAE-GAN

Bao et al [17] proposed CVAE-GAN as a
general learning framework for combining a
variational auto-encoder with a GAN under a
conditioned generative process. They combined
CVAE and CGAN with mean feature matching to
make the final model more stable for generating
a realistic and diverse object with a certain
label. In our project we implemented CVAEGAN to generate trees in voxel space. In
addition to mean feature matching, we also
tested different machine learning optimisations
to improve the training results, but achieved no
significant improvement when compared to the
CVAE-GAN without these minor optimisations.
The final tree results of this project are generated
from trained CVAE-GAN models.
WGAN & WGAN-GP

Arjovsky et al [18] proposed Wasserstein
GAN as a means to change the calculation
method of the distance function and minimize
an approximation of the Earth-Mover’s distance
(EM) between the predicted score of dataset
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objects and that of generated objects, as opposed
to the log loss of the object relative to the
real or generated objects. During the network
training, the discriminator of the WGAN acts
like a critic that aims to give higher scores
to the dataset objects than to the generated
objects. WGAN applies simple clipping to restrict
the maximum weight value so that the critic
can satisfy the 1-Lipschitz constraint. Based on
WGAN, Gulrajani et al [19] implemented a
gradient penalty (GP) to replace weight clipping
when enforcing the Lipschitz constraint. As the
hard clipping implemented in WGAN may lead
to undesired behavior. WGAN-GP introduces
a soft gradient penalty constraint to the loss
function to force gradient norm to be in a small
range of values. In our project, WGAN and
WGAN-GP are also implemented to generate
trees, which we visually evaluate and compare
to the results from other models. WGAN-GP
has the advantage of helping the generator learn
even when the discriminator wins, which can
help the model to produce a higher quality
result in a shorter amount of time, but the
discriminator may still learn too fast so that the
generator only gives empty output. Also, adding a
classifier to the WGAN-GP to convert the model
from an unconditional model to a conditional
one is difficult as the classification loss for the
classifier and the EM loss are mathematically not
comparable.

The Tree Dataset

The decision to use trees as our target 3D
form had two motivations. Because our reference
studies for voxel-GANs tended to focus on
geometrically simple objects such as furniture and
industrial objects, trees presented an opportunity
to observe the development of complex organic
forms across the training epochs of the GAN. The
procedural generation of trees using Lindenmayer
systems has existed in computer graphics since
the late 1960s and this provided us a convenient
way to make a large dataset. The artists on our
team also valued trees as a visual motif that
is commonly perceived as having particularly
expressive qualities. In his 2003 essay on the
sign system in Chinese landscape painting, Cliff
McMahon observes that spatial arrangements of
trees can symbolise human family relationships

[16], and in his 2002 essay on intimacy and
painting in Ming Dynasty China, Craig Clunas
observes that in both poetry and painting, the
shapes of trees can also symbolise individual
human values such as self-sufficiency, afflicted
genius or neglected greatness [15]. In European
landscape painting, Simon Schama presents the
forest and the oak tree as critical metaphors that
trace the industrial need for English oak to build
ships to the two trees of Eden, the Romantic
desire to see God and the human spirit projected
in nature, to various forms of tree-worship in
Norse, Sumerian Mesopotamian cultures [14]. To
take one specific example, Robert Rosenblum
describes the leafless trees of German Romantic
painter Caspar David Friedrich as combining the
generic symbolism of age and youth with the
historical symbolism of German nationalism and
the religious symbolism of the crucifixion [13].
Due to this combination of factors, we determined
that trees presented a technical challenge for
a voxel-GAN alongside an artistic output that
could be situated within the discourse of art
and technology as well as the evolution of how
landscape forms are used as devices of symbolic
meaning.
Generation method

Using an array of art historical images as
source material, we used the tree generation
software TreeIt to design a series of tree templates
that would be visually interesting without foliage
(this is because we wanted to focus on how the
voxel-GAN could develop the shape and gesture
of trunks and branches rather than the amorphous
shapes of foliated clumps which would obscure
the branches in a voxel process). From the
oak trees of German Romantic painter Caspar
David Friedrich, to the upright pine trees of
Chinese literati painter Ni Zan, to the gnarled
trunks illustrated in Japanese bonsai manuals, we
designed templates that could have their random
seed altered to provide a large scope for variation
whilst maintaining an interesting set of expressive
forms.
Scale and Diversity

We designed 76 tree templates and exported
26,000 unique obj models of trees. Changing
the random seed parameter in TreeIt affects the

branch and branchlet distribution but not the trunk
shape. Because we created the tree templates
by hand, we were able to focus on visually
interesting variations in the trunk and branch
shape, deliberately pushing for an aesthetically
diverse dataset with a focus on particularly
expressive trunk and branch combinations.

Application Method

As our GAN uses voxels, we first processed
our trees using the Trimesh library, which
voxelized the trees into a set resolution, in
our case 32x32x32 or 64x64x64 voxels. The
voxelized object will be processed and remeshed
by trimesh marching cubes method, which adds
vertices and triangular faces to the region of
connected voxels to make the output mesh more
linked. Table 1 shows the processing results from
sample trees representing 8 of the 76 conditions
of our tree dataset (Full-generated Tree Dataset).
We then trained a single class tree dataset
(Friedrich Single Condition Dataset1 ) with 3DGAN and 3D-VAE-GAN and got some good
results in 32x32x32 resolution. However, when
we trained the GAN models using the Fullgenerated Tree Dataset, the output meshes looked
less like trees. The results are shown in Table
2. There are two explanations for this. First,
the shapes of trees represented by each class
are different and the variation between classes is
not standardised, furthermore a small number of
classes have groups of trees, whereas most other
classes have a single tree, which caused a data
imbalance in the whole dataset. Like some kinds
of trees have much larger numbers of models.
Second, the Full-generated Tree Dataset includes
many trees with dramatically different shapes,
including variations in the number of trunks,
upright and windswept gestures, as well as the
number and position of branches. Because the
number of voxels that occupy the trunk position
is considerably larger than the number of voxels
that occupy branch positions for any tree models,
the unconditional network focused mainly on
the truck generation, while the branch details
1 To overcome problems related to the variation within the
entire dataset, during our testing period we generated a dataset of
22,000 trees from a single tree template (Friedrich 1). Friedrich
Single Condition Dataset refers to this 22k set. In Table 3,
Friedrich 1 refers to a condition which represents approximately
350 Obj models within the full dataset.
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were mostly ignored, except from the VAEGAN which can alleviate such influence from
the VAE reconstruction loss. Put another way, the
conditional network can focus on the differences
in branch position when the trunk is reasonably
consistent, whereas the unconditional network has
to accommodate large differences across both
of these parameters. Therefore, the unconditional
GAN struggled to learn the key characteristics of
each tree template when compared to the CGAN.
Because we wanted to have more control over
specifying which type of trees are generated,
we also experimented with CVAE-GAN, which
is the conditional version of VAE-GAN, on
the multi-classes tree dataset. Using supervised
learning, we managed to produce good-quality
trees of each condition label from the complete
Full-generated Tree Dataset. To improve the
performance of our GAN, we then used the
WGAN and WGAN-GP. However, it is difficult
to add the classifier to the WGAN or WGANGP structure to make it train on labeled dataset
as the loss calculation of the classifier and
the Wasserstein Loss are dramatically different.
WGAN and WGAN-GP are using Wasserstein
Loss to train the model, which will speed up
the training a lot as the gradient magnitude
will not be small even when the discriminator
outperforms the generator. If the dataset only
have small variations like they are from the
same class, both the generator and discriminator
model can capture that and generate similar
result. However, if the variation of the data is
larger like they are from different classes, the
discriminator performs bad and ruins the learning
process. Very detailed parameter finetuning may
make the model work, but we did not obtain
such result in the experiment. Therefore, we
trained WGAN and WGAN-GP only on Friedrich
Single Condition Dataset. As illustrated in Table
2, all tested models perform reasonably well
on a dataset comprising a single tree template,
however with the Full-generated Tree Dataset of
all 76 tree templates, GAN, WGAN, and WGANGP struggled with the diversity of the dataset and
was only able to learn the consistent feature of the
trunk, and struggled with the complex variability
of branches. The discriminators of WGAN and
WGAN-GP also outperforms the generators so
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much that the models are stuck in the bad local
optimum of generating no voxel. In order to
reach our goal of a tree generation system that
implements all 76 tree templates, we settled on
the CVAE-GAN, and repeated our training on
64x64x64 resolution. Some selected results are
shown in Table 3.

What We Learned

As mentioned above, our best results
derived from conditional training and our final
implementation used CVAE-GAN on 3 classes
datasets (process only 3 classes in full tree
dataset). In order to produce a functional API,
we trained our CVAE-GAN on a small number
of tree conditions separately and saved a number
of checkpoint files from early, middle and later
epochs to allow artists to generate trees from our
full range of templates and across the learning
epochs. To monitor our progress, we tested our
GANs on the chair condition of the ModelNet
[10] 3D object dataset. Because chairs have
recurring features such as legs, a seat plate and
a backrest, all of which can be clearly defined
within a voxel space, we were able to get good
results from the chairs in both a conditional and
unconditional configuration. However, because
the distribution of tree features like branches
shape and position are less predictable than the
position of the legs, seat and backrest of a chair,
we found it more difficult to produce consistently
good trees in an unconditional GAN. We believe
that the geometric inconsistency of the 3D Tree
Dataset, combined with the visually familiar
forms is a valuable quality, and we hope it will
be useful for other researchers.
To make our treeGAN available to a broader
creative community, we developed two interfaces
for generating 3D trees. The first uses Google
Drive, Google Collab and Wandb, and allows
non-specialist artists to generate and download
3D trees from our trained models. Users can
generate trees from a particular tree template,
or to randomly generate trees from the entire
dataset. Because we were interested in observing
the evolution from the less distinct 3D models
of early epochs to the more refined trees of the
later epochs, we created separate checkpoint files
so that artists can generate and download the
early abstract voxel clusters as well as the more

Table 1. Examples of eight labels from our datasets
Class Names

Painting

Original Objects

Trimesh Processed
(32x32x32)

Trimesh Processed
(64x64x64)

Full friedrich 1

Full double trunk 1

Full mustard sapling

Full zan gentleman 1

Full raft 1

Full windswept 1

Full leaning 1

Full formal upright 1
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Table 2. Training results of different GANs
3D-GAN

Unconditional GANs
3D-VAE-GAN
WGAN

WGAN-GP

Friedrich Single
Condition
Dataset

Empty (No voxel).
Discriminator
always wins.

Ful-generated
Tree Dataset

Empty (No voxel).
Discriminator
always wins.

Conditional GANs
CGAN

CVAE-GAN

Full friedrich 1

Full
formal
upright 1

Full
trunk 1

double

refined tree forms. Our second implementation is
an API script available on GitHub, which can be
loaded via containers such as Docker or run via
command line interface and requires some more
specialised knowledge. The advantage of the
second implementation is that it can be integrated
into real-time applications such as Unity in order
that new trees can be generated live on demand.
The first public output of this project was
a video animation that attempted to situate
the process of our treeGAN back into the
context of landscape painting which inspired
the dataset. The animation Landscape Forms
by Peter Nelson took 3D models from early,
middle and late epochs of our training runs and
used a shape-key system to transition between
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the models, resulting in trees that morph from
abstract shapes into recognisable tree forms.
These morphing tree systems were arranged into
landscape compositions based on paintings by
artists whose work inspired the dataset, such
as Caspar David Friedrich, Ni Zan and John
Constable. The lighting and texturing of the
trees sought to balance the aesthetic connection
to these historical works with a system that
would highlight the visual beauty of tree forms.
Wireframe and smooth shaded versions of the
same tree were often superimposed atop one
another and stark directional lighting was used
to highlight the shapes as they morphed from
abstract forms into more recognisable trees. To
give a narrative arc to what is otherwise an

Table 3. Training results with CVAE-GAN in 64x64x64
using the same labels with Table 1
Generated
Sample 1

Full friedrich 1

Full double Trunk 1

Generated
Sample 2

non-narrative animation of landscape images,
the timing and transitions of the animation
were linked to a reworking of Fredric Chopin’s
romantic composition ‘Nocturne Op. 9, No. 1
in B flat minor, Larghetto’ using a melGAN
transformation made by another member of our
research team, Roberto Alonso Trillo. The aim
of this artistic presentation was to answer our
original research question, which was how will
GANs become part of the process by which
we conceptualise 3-dimensional forms. The slow
morphing between epochs and the attention to
the visual language of landscape sought to
communicate our voxel-GAN project to answer
this question visually in a manner that was
accessible to a non-specialist audience.

Discussion and Future Work
Full mustard Sapling

Full zan gentleman 1

Full raft 1

We hope that the tree dataset will become
a useful resource for a broad range of 3D and
voxel GAN research experiments. For researchers
focused on GAN optimisation, we hope that this
dataset provides a useful contrast to existing
3D datasets, and for researchers interested in
artistic applications, we hope that the aesthetic
range of our dataset will yield interesting
applications and results. We also hope that the
visual presentation of this project through creative
works such as Landscape Forms will lead to
a further exploration of how voxel-GANs and
other 3D GAN approaches can be integrated into
production pipelines, and that our dataset might
aid other artists.
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